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Preface
Virtualization is one of the hottest topics in the tech industry today. The leader
in the virtualization space at the present time is without a doubt VMware with
its virtual infrastructure offering. As VMware software began to take its place in
the data center and demand respect in the industry, the need for a certification
path became clear. Such a certification separates those who have studied the
technology and can apply it at a professional level from those who have just
installed it and started messing with it. I am a big believer that there is no alternative to studying a technology thoroughly. There is only so much you can learn
from installing it and using it in only a few specific circumstances, because that
exposes you only to limited features and obscures you from harnessing the full
potential of the software by leveraging features you probably never knew existed. For this reason and many more, I am a strong believer that you should study
the software, learn it, and then use it hands on as much as possible. It is by doing
this that you truly master the software.
When you have studied and understand a software, taking a certification exam
becomes relatively easy. For example, if you’ve thoroughly studied, you know
that the maximum amount of physical memory that ESX 3.5 supports is 256GB.
However, someone who just installs the software and starts using it may not
know this because the software installation does not require this knowledge at
the time of installation.
This book aims to present the information you need to recap and reinforce your
existing knowledge of VMware Infrastructure 3 and properly prepare you to
confidently take the VCP-310 exam. The book is structured in a way to help you
with your final exam preparation and contains enough information to make it a
true test preparation book, but in a concise manner.

Introduction
Welcome to the VCP Exam Cram. The purpose of this book is to properly prepare you and equip you with the needed knowledge to successfully sit and pass
the VCP-310 exam. Here, we provide a general overview of the VMware certification program and discuss how this Exam Cram book will help you reach your
goals of becoming certified.
This book, as with its predecessors in the Exam Cram family of certification
books, concentrates on reinforcing your knowledge of the subject matter at
hand and preparing you to sit the exam. That being said, this book will not teach
you everything there is to know about the technology because this is not its primary purpose. We instead concentrate on the material that is most likely to
appear on the test.
Before you dive in head first into the information provided, we recommend you
take the self-assessment that immediately follows this introduction. This selfassessment will help you evaluate your knowledge of the VMware material both
in the real world and under ideal exam circumstances.
Based on the results of the self-assessment, you may feel that additional education is necessary. Numerous resources are available, including
. Official VMware-authorized training. VMware Infrastructure 3: Install

& Configure V3.5 is the ideal course for the VCP exam.
. VMware product documentation and technical white papers are available

at http://www.vmware.com.
. VMware VI3: ESX Server 3.5 & VC 2.5 Training DVD by Elias

Khnaser goes in depth on the subject matter and is a great way to learn
again and again at your own pace. See http://www.eliaskhnaser.com.
. Other books, including Mastering VMware Infrastructure 3 by Chris

McCain, are also excellent resources on the subject.
Although reading a book is an excellent way of learning, we strongly recommend that you take the knowledge you acquire from book learning and use it to
install and configure VMware ESX Server and VirtualCenter. Hands-on experience is imperative not only to your successful completion of the exam, but also
to your successful endeavors in properly implementing and maintaining an ESX
environment.
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About the VMware VCP Program
The VMware VCP program was designed to allow candidates to demonstrate
their expertise with the software by completing certain requirements and passing an exam. The program is open to any individuals who complete the requirements. There are many advantages to becoming VCP certified. For some, it will
be for career advancement; for others, it will be to become VMware partners,
and so on.
The requirements set forth by VMware on becoming a VCP are as follows:
. Attend a VMware authorized course. These instructor-led courses pro-

vide a great learning method and hands-on exposure to the product.
. Gain hands-on experience with the product.
. Sit and pass the VCP-310 exam to demonstrate your expertise on the

matter.
VMware also provides various documents on its website that help you gain a
better understanding of the topics that you will be challenged on during the
exam. I would like to single out the VI3 Exam blueprint as a great reference for
the exam.

Taking a VMware Certification Exam
As of this writing, VMware Education requires you to attend a VMware-authorized training class to fulfill your eligibility on becoming a VMware Certified
Professional (VCP). After you have attended the VMware-authorized class and
have completed your preparations for taking the exam, you need to register at a
VMware testing center in your area. Currently, all VMware certification exams
are administered by Pearson VUE. You can register online at http://www.pearsonvue.com/vmware or by calling 1-800-676-2797 in the United States and
Canada. Outside the Americas, please consult the Pearson VUE website for
contact information in your region of the world.
The VCP-310 exam costs $175 USD and must be booked at least 24 hours in
advance. You may reschedule your exam up to 24 hours before the date you
intend on taking it. Cancellation may be subject to a fee, so please consult the
Pearson VUE website for more details on the policy.
When scheduling the exam, you need to provide personal identification to validate your identity, the name and number of the exam you want to take, and a
method of payment. Online registration requires the creation of a personal
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account with Pearson VUE; this account will track all the exams you have taken,
with the result of the exam in the form of a pass/fail. Your account will also be
used for all future tests you want to take that are administered by Pearson VUE.
On the day of the exam, you must provide appropriate identification to verify
your identity. Typically, two forms of identification are required, with one of
them being a photo ID.
Plan to arrive at the exam location at least 10 to 15 minutes early so that you can
fill out any last-minute forms, be seated, relax, and prepare prior to the start of
the exam. All VMware exams are completely closed book. No study aids—or
anything else for that matter—are permitted into the testing area. This includes
coats, bags, or purses, all of which must be left with the administrator before
entering the room. The best advice is to bring as little as possible with you to
the test facility.
In the test room, the administrator logs you in to your exam, verifying that your
user ID and exam number are correct. After you review the introduction information, the exam begins.
The VCP-310 VMware Certification exam has 75 questions, and native English
speakers have 105 minutes to complete the exam. Non-English speakers have an
additional 30 minutes, for a total of 135 minutes. The testing application is
Windows based and presents a single question per screen. On the top right, you
will find the time and number of questions remaining.
Questions are typically multiple choice, and the difficulty level varies from question to question. You can expect the following:
. Select the correct answer: With these types of multiple-choice ques-

tions, you are asked to choose the one correct answer that most appropriately answers the given question. In some situations, different answers
may be correct under slightly different configurations, so make sure you
read the question carefully and answer it according to what is asked in
the specific question.
. Select all that apply (or don’t apply): These types of questions ask you

to select all the answers listed that correctly apply to the question given.
None of the answers to all of them may apply, so be sure to read these
types of questions carefully. In many cases, subtle wording has been purposely used to trip up those who aren’t paying attention. Partial credit is
not given for these types of questions. Unless the correct answer is given,
you receive no credit for the question.
. True or False: These types of questions present you with the option to

agree with the statement in the question or refuse it. Read the question
carefully and choose true or false.
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When your test is scored, no added penalty is given for a wrong answer compared to a giving no answer at all, so answering every question asked is worthwhile even if you are not sure and must guess. To the best of its ability, VMware
has attempted to make the questions as fair as possible and to ensure that all
questions have a single correct answer. Of course, mistakes do happen, and a
“poor” question may find its way onto your test, presenting you with a poorly
worded or ambiguous question that may not have a clearly correct answer.
In this situation, the best thing to do is to answer the question to the best of your
knowledge. You are not allowed to leave the test area with any written exam
questions or notes or any kind of information, so you are not able to write down
the question for later review. Clearly, you can contact VMware regarding a particular ambiguous question so that it may be corrected on future tests, but you
should not expect that your exam will be rescored because of a single question.
If you have properly and adequately prepared for the exam, a single question will
have no bearing on whether you pass or fail.
After you complete the exam, the testing software responds with your score after
a few seconds and informs you whether you have passed or failed. The VCP-310
exam requires a minimum score of 75% to pass the exam.
If you don’t pass the exam, the key point is not to become discouraged. We have
all had days when things just didn’t quite go as well as we had hoped. Take some
time after the exam to review areas where you struggled during the test. Maybe
a particular area caught you by surprise, or you felt you had a stronger handle
on it than you actually did. The best method in this situation is to return as soon
as possible to the study process and brush up on your weak areas in preparation
for another exam attempt.
You can reschedule a new test through Pearson VUE as soon as available if you
so choose. We recommend that you schedule time sooner rather than later so
that material that you have already studied is still fresh in your mind. You are
required to pay the full fee to take the test again.

How to Prepare for the Exam
Preparing for the VCP exam, as with any other technical exam, requires that you
dedicate time to both acquiring and studying directly related material to the VCP310 exam. To pass this exam, you are expected to know the different components
and technologies that make up the VMWare Infrastructure 3 suite, which includes
intimate knowledge of both ESX Server 3.5 and VirtualCenter 2.5.
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NOTE
There is significant information to absorb and go through that is required for you to pass
the VCP-310 exam. Therefore, if your plan is to study the night before or a few days
before the exam, don’t expect to be fully prepared on the day of the exam.

The following is a general list of material that can be helpful in preparing you
for the VCP-310 exam:
. This Exam Cram book, which provides you with a concise and thorough

review of the material considered vital to your exam-taking success. This
book serves as a supplement to reinforce your knowledge of the technology.
. VMware ESX Server 3.5 and VirtualCenter 2.5 evaluation kits from

VMware. By acquiring an evaluation of the software, installing it, and
getting intimately familiar with it, you are training yourself hands on,
and this knowledge is extremely valuable as you learn better as you do
things. This step also takes you from the theoretical to the practical.
. VMware-authorized training course. The instructor-led four-day class

enables you to focus your training on a mixture of lecture and hands-on
labs. The instructor-led class is filled with valuable information and helpful labs and is sure to prime you for the VCP exam in addition to its
being a requirement for fulfilling the VCP requirements.
. VMware Infrastructure 3 Training DVD from

http://www.eliaskhnaser.com is a great way to learn, reinforce existing
knowledge, or simply have handy as a reference any time you need it.
The DVD is filled with information and goes beyond the VCP-310
requirements. It is a study-at-your-own-pace training course.
. Exam preparation tests from respectable vendors. Getting accustomed to

the types of questions that are asked on the VCP exam is extremely helpful; you will find that VMware has some sample questions on its website.
You may also find certification exam vendors that sell respectable preparation tests.
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What This Book Will Do
This book is designed to be read as a pointer to the areas of knowledge you will
be tested on. In other words, you might want to read the book one time just to
get insight into how comprehensive your knowledge of this topic is. The book
is also designed to be read shortly before you go for the actual test. We think
you can use this book to get a sense of the underlying context of any topic in the
chapters or to skim-read for Exam Alerts, bulleted points, summaries, and topic
headings.
We have drawn on material from VMware’s own listing of knowledge requirements, from other preparation guides, and from the exams themselves. We have
also drawn from a battery of technical websites, as well as from our own experience with VMware ESX Server and the exam. Our aim is to walk you through
the knowledge you will need.

What This Book Will Not Do
This book will not teach you everything you need to know about VMware
Infrastructure 3 and ESX Server 3.5. The scope of the book is exam preparation.
The book is intended to ramp you up and give you confidence heading into the
exam. This book reviews what you need to know before you take the test, with
its fundamental purpose dedicated to reviewing the information needed on the
VMware certification exam.
This book uses a variety of teaching and memorization techniques to analyze the
exam-related topics and to provide you with everything you need to know to
pass the test.

About This Book
We suggest that you read this book from front to back. You will not be wasting
your time because nothing we have written is a guess about an unknown exam.
We have had to explain certain underlying information on such a regular basis
that we have included those explanations here.
After you have read the book, you can brush up on a certain area by using the
index or the table of contents to go straight to the topics and questions you want
to re-examine. We have tried to use the headings and subheadings to provide
outline information about each given topic. After you have been certified, we
think you will find this book useful as a tightly focused reference and an essential foundation of VMware Infrastructure 3 configuration and management.
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How to Use This Book
Each Exam Cram chapter follows a regular structure, along with graphical cues
about especially important or useful material. The structure of a typical chapter
is as follows:
. Opening hotlists: Each chapter begins with lists of the terms you need

to understand and concepts you need to master before you can be fully
conversant in the chapter’s subject matter. We follow the hotlists with a
few introductory paragraphs, setting the stage for the rest of the chapter.
. Topical coverage: After the opening hotlists, each chapter covers the

topics related to the chapter’s subject.
. Exam Alerts: Throughout the text, we highlight material most likely to

appear on the exam by using a special Exam Alert that looks like this:

EXAM ALERT
This is what an Exam Alert looks like. An Exam Alert stresses concepts, terms, or best
practices that will most likely appear in one or more certification exam questions. For
that reason, we think any information presented in an Exam Alert is worthy of unusual
attentiveness on your part.

Even if material is not flagged as an Exam Alert, all the content in this
book is associated in some way with test-related material. What appears
in the chapter content is critical knowledge.
. Notes: This book is an overall examination of ESX Server configuration,

management, and troubleshooting. As such, we delve into many aspects
of computer networks. Where a body of knowledge is deeper than the
scope of the book, we use notes to indicate areas of concern.

NOTE
Cramming for an exam will get you through a test, but it will not make you a competent
professional. Although you can memorize just the facts you need to become certified,
your daily work in the field will rapidly put you in water over your head if you do not know
the underlying principles.
. Tips: We provide tips that will help you to build a better foundation of

knowledge or to focus your attention on an important concept that reappears later in the book. Tips provide a helpful way to remind you of the
context surrounding a particular area of a topic under discussion.
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TIP
This is how tips are formatted. Keep your eyes open for these, and you’ll become an ESX
Server guru in no time!

. Practice questions: This section presents a short list of test questions

related to the specific chapter topic. Following the questions are explanations of both correct and incorrect answers. The practice questions highlight the areas we found to be most important on the exam.
The bulk of the book follows this chapter structure, but we would like to point
out a few other elements:
. Practice Exams: The book has two practice exams so you can practice

on all the exam topics.
. Practice Exam Answer Explanations: Each practice exam is followed

by an answer key that includes thorough explanations to each question so
you know why you got it wrong or right.
. Glossary: Near the back of the book is an extensive glossary of impor-

tant terms used in this book.
. Cram Sheet: This feature appears as a tear-away sheet inside the front

cover of this Exam Cram book. It is a valuable tool that represents a collection of the most difficult-to-remember facts and numbers we think
you should memorize before taking the test. Remember, you can dump
this information out of your head onto a piece of paper as soon as you
enter the testing room. These are usually facts that we have found
require brute-force memorization. You need to remember this information only long enough to write it down when you walk into the test
room. Be advised that you will be asked to surrender all personal belongings other than pencils before you enter the exam room itself.
You might want to look at the Cram Sheet in your car or in the lobby of
the testing center just before you walk into the testing center. The Cram
Sheet is divided under headings, so you can review the appropriate parts
just before each test.
. CD: The CD features an innovative practice test engine so you can

practice taking the exam electronically. See Appendix B, “What’s on the
CD-ROM?,” for more details.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

VMware Infrastructure
Security and Web Access
Terms you’ll need to understand:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Roles
Privileges
vpxuser
Web Access

✓ Generate Remote Console URL

Concepts and techniques you’ll need to master:
✓
✓
✓
✓

What a role is and how to create it and assign users and groups to it
How to assign permissions to objects in the inventory
The difference between VirtualCenter security and ESX Server security
The limitations of Web Access
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With great power comes great responsibility. Your responsibility is to make sure
that the virtual infrastructure you have deployed is secure and that role-based
access has been implemented so that the right users have the necessary security
permissions to perform their daily tasks. This chapter is dedicated to security in
VMware Infrastructure.

VI Security Model
The VMware Infrastructure security model consists of both VirtualCenter security and ESX Server security. The security model revolves around users and
groups that are assigned roles. These roles constitute a collection of rights or
privileges to perform certain tasks.

Users, Roles, Privileges, and Permissions
The cornerstones of the VMware Infrastructure (VI) security model are the
users, groups, roles, privileges, and permissions that you can assign at different
levels and to different objects within your infrastructure. Properly configuring
and assigning these rights and permissions enables you to enforce accountability. Taking a closer look at each of these cornerstones helps you better design
your security solution:
. User and group: An account that is allowed to log in to the VMware

infrastructure. A group is a collection of accounts with rights to log in
and perform other tasks within the VMware Infrastructure.
. Role: A collection of privileges that a user or group is allowed to per-

form.
. Privilege: An allowed action or function within a role. In other words,

a privilege allows a user or group to perform a certain task.
. Permission: A right assigned to an object in the inventory and grants a

user or group the right to interact with that object according to selected
roles and privileges.

NOTE
You can choose from about 100 preconfigured privileges.
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Working with Roles
Familiarizing yourself with roles is an imperative task of building your access
control into the Virtual Infrastructure. To help you get started, Table 8.1 shows
a set of default roles available to you.
Table 8.1 Default Roles
Default ESX Roles

Default VirtualCenter Roles

Custom Roles

No Access

No Access

User-created roles

Read-Only

Read-Only

Administrator

Administrator
Virtual Machine Administrator
Datacenter Administrator
Virtual Machine Power User
Virtual Machine User
Resource Pool Administrator
VCB User

The easiest way to get to the Roles panel is to log in to ESX Server or
VirtualCenter using your VI client. Click the Administration tab and then the
Roles tab, as shown in Figure 8.1.

FIGURE 8.1

Roles panel.

EXAM ALERT
The VCP exam is sure to quiz you on the difference between the ESX host roles and the
VC Server roles, so make sure you know which roles belong where.
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On the Roles panel, you can right-click any role and edit it. However, we recommend that you maintain the integrity of the existing roles and create your own custom roles if the need arises. To do so, you can right-click anywhere in the Roles
pane and click Add to start the new role creation, as shown in Figure 8.2.

NOTE
Custom roles cannot be shared between ESX Server and VirtualCenter.

FIGURE 8.2

Add new role.

Assigning Permissions
After you have crafted the appropriate roles for your environment, it is time to
apply them to the right inventory object to allow your users and groups access
only to the part of the inventory tree that you want them to have access to. To
apply permissions, find the object in the tree on which you want to implement
security, right-click it, and select Add Permission. This brings you to a screen
similar to the one shown in Figure 8.3 that allows you to choose a user or group
and assign the corresponding role that you want the user or group to have for
this inventory object.
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FIGURE 8.3

Assign permissions.

When assigning permissions, you may choose to have these permissions propagate from the object where the permission originated and downward to all the
child objects. To do this, simply place a check mark in the check box next to
Propagate to Child Objects, as shown in Figure 8.3.
If a conflict arises when assigning permissions, the most restrictive of the permissions takes precedence. For instance, if a user is part of a group in the
Administrator role but the user is explicitly assigned a Read-Only role on a particular object, the most restrictive of the permissions takes precedence, thereby
allowing the user only Read-Only permissions to the object. Keep in mind
though that if permissions do not propagate down to any child objects, the user
has Read-Only permission over the object but has full permissions over the child
objects. The reason behind this is Propagate permissions is not enabled, which
means you are slapping explicit permissions on this object only, but not its child
object. The child objects in this case inherit the permissions given to the user’s
group.

EXAM ALERT
Knowing how permissions are applied and the precedence of permissions are topics
that are sure to come up on the exam.
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When explicitly assigned, permissions take precedence and the most restrictive
permissions are enforced.

VirtualCenter Security
VirtualCenter is a Windows-based application to be installed on a Windowsbased operating system. It has two types of directory repositories to select from:
. Local: If VirtualCenter is installed on a Windows server that is part of a

workgroup, the users and groups that are local members of this server
can be configured to have access in VirtualCenter.
. Domain: If VirtualCenter is part of an Active Directory domain, in addi-

tion to the ability to configure local users and groups, you can also configure users and groups from Active Directory.
By default, the local Administrators group is assigned the Administrator role at
the top of the inventory list in VirtualCenter. If the VC server is member of a
domain, the Domain Admins group is also added by default.

ESX Server Security
The ESX Server security revolves around the Service Console, and because the
Service Console operating system is based on Red Hat Linux, the users and
groups that you find in the ESX Server are Linux users and groups. These users
and groups can be configured to grant direct access to an ESX host.

NOTE
ESX Server users and groups do not sync and cannot be used to assign roles and privileges in VirtualCenter.

TIP
Do not configure permissions using ESX users and groups. The reason behind this is the
permissions you assign on a per ESX Server level do not propagate to other ESX hosts;
therefore, using a common users and groups directory makes it easier to manage permissions.
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By default, the following users are assigned the Administrator role in ESX
Server:
. root is the equivalent of the administrator in the Windows world and is

the highest user account that is created by default.
. vpxuser is added to the Administrators group in ESX after the ESX

Server is joined to VirtualCenter. VirtualCenter uses this user to
authenticate itself to the ESX host to send preapproved commands.
While the vpxuser is used to authenticate VirtualCenter to ESX Server and pass
preapproved commands, the root account actually executes these commands. So
in this case, the vpxuser acts merely as a secure bridge between VirtualCenter
and the ESX host, while the root user account is tasked with executing
VirtualCenter tasks.

Web Access
Web Access is designed to allow you to manage virtual machines from anywhere
without requiring special software to be installed on the host from which you are
trying to connect. Web Access is not as robust or feature friendly as the VI
client, and it allows for limited functionality but can be useful when you need to
perform certain tasks from a machine that does not have the VI client installed
or if you need to pass an administrative tool with limited features to a group like
the helpdesk, for example.
To access Web Access, you need to point your Internet browser to either the IP
address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of your ESX host or your
VirtualCenter Server. If you point to your ESX host, you are able to manage virtual machines that are on this host only. If you log in to VirtualCenter Web
Access, you are able to manage all your VMs.
After logging in to Web Access, you can select any VM in the list and you are
able to perform the following tasks, shown in Figure 8.4:
. Enumerate VMs
. Launch console access to a VM
. Manipulate all power functions against a VM
. View a VM’s status
. Edit VM configuration
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FIGURE 8.4

Virtual machine Web Access view.

EXAM ALERT
The exam will surely challenge your knowledge of the difference between Web Access
and the full VI client. Know the limitations of the Web Access compared to the full VI
client.

CAUTION
You cannot create VMs from Web Access; this function requires the VI in order to be
completed.

NOTE
To launch a VM’s console from Web Access, you need to have installed the VMware
Virtual Infrastructure plug-in in your browser.
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Web Access Minimum Requirements
The minimum system requirements to successfully connect and log in to Web
Access are as follows:
On a Windows machine:
. Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher
. Firefox 1.0.7 or higher
. Netscape Navigator 7.0 or higher
. Mozilla 1.x

On a Linux machine:
. Firefox 1.0.7 or higher
. Mozilla 1.x
. Netscape Navigator 7.0 or higher

Remote Console URL
One of the very cool things you can do with Web Access is to generate a regular web URL to a particular virtual machine. This URL gives you or any user
you send it to direct access to this virtual machine. This capability is useful when
you want to provide someone access to a virtual machine directly; you can just
as easily paste the URL link into an email and send it to that person.
To generate a URL for a VM, you can simply click the Generate Remote
Console URL link shown in Figure 8.4. This brings you to a screen similar to
the one shown in Figure 8.5 that allows you to configure different settings to
control which user interface features the user has access to.
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FIGURE 8.5

Generate Remote Console URL window.

Exam Prep Questions
1. What is a collection of privileges called in the security model of a VMware
Infrastructure?

❍

A. Role

❍

B. Right

❍

C. Access

❍ D. Permission
2. Choose two roles that are default VirtualCenter roles.

❍

A. Night-shift Operator

❍

B. VCB User

❍

C. Backup Administrator

❍ D. Virtual Machine User
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3. Which version of Internet Explorer is the minimum that can be used with Web Access?

❍

A. 4.0

❍

B. 5.0

❍

C. 6.0

❍ D. 7.0
4. Choose the roles that are not default ESX Server roles.

❍

A. Read-Only

❍

B. No Access

❍

C. Datacenter Administrator

❍ D. Resource Pool Administrator
5. Which version of Mozilla Firefox is the minimum that can be used with Web Access?

❍

A. 1.0.4

❍

B. 1.0.5

❍

C. 1.0.6

❍ D. 1.0.7
6. True or false: When using Web Access, you can access VMs only by accessing the
VirtualCenter Server.

❍

A. True

❍

B. False

7. Approximately how many privileges are there by default in VMware Infrastructure?

❍

A. 50

❍

B. 75

❍

C. 100

❍ D. 150
8. True or false: Web Access can be used to create virtual machines.

❍

A. True

❍

B. False
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9. True or false: ESX Server and VirtualCenter Server users and groups can be
synchronized.

❍

A. True

❍

B. False

10. Which two user accounts are assigned to the ESX Server Administrator role by
default?

❍

A. adm

❍

B. vpxuser

❍

C. vpx

❍ D. root

Answers to Exam Prep Questions
1. Answer A is correct. A collection of privileges is known as a role in a

VMware Infrastructure.
2. Answers B and D are correct. From the list provided, the two roles that

are available by default on a VirtualCenter server are VMware
Consolidated Backup (VCB) User and Virtual Machine User.
3. Answer C is correct. Internet Explorer version 6.0 is the minimum that

can be used to access Web Access.
4. Answers C and D are correct. The two roles that are not default ESX

Server roles are Datacenter Administrator and Resource Pool
Administrator.
5. Answer D correct. The minimum version of Mozilla Firefox that is sup-

ported with Web Access is 1.0.7.
6. Answer B, False, is correct. You can access the Web Access console by

either pointing to the ESX Server or VirtualCenter Server IP address or
FQDN. When pointing to the ESX host, you see only the VMs on that
host, whereas when pointing the web access to the VC server, you see all
the VMs.
7. Answer C is correct. There are approximately 100 privileges by default.
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Answers to Exam Prep Questions
8. Answer B, False, is correct. Web Access cannot be used to create virtual

machines. Web Access can be used only to manage VMs. To create virtual machines, you need to use the VI client.
9. Answer B, False, is correct. ESX Server and VirtualCenter Server users

and groups cannot be synchronized.
10. Answers B and D are correct. The two user accounts that are assigned

the administrator role by default on the ESX Server are root and
vpxuser.
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files, 151
name_of_VM-00000#.vmdk files, 151
name_of_VM-Snapshot.vmsn files,
151
name_of_VM.vmdk files, 141
name_of_VM.vmsd files, 141
name_of_VM.vmx files, 141
name_of_VM.vswp files, 141
naming, 138
.nvram files, 141
OS installations, 138
guest OS customizations, 149-150
guest OS installations, 142-143
physical machines versus, 22
port groups, vSwitches, 77
Quiesce period, 184
recovery priority, 217
resource management, 177-178
resource monitoring, 198
CPU ready graphs, 199
disk contention, 201
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VMware License Server service, VC 2.5
network bandwidth, 201
VM memory graphs, 200
resource pools, 178
SCSI adapters, 143
shares, assigning to, 177
snapshots, 151
templates, 147
Clone to Template option, 148
Convert to Template option, 148
creating, 148
deploying from, 150
storage, 148
time synchronization, 147
vCPU, scheduling, 194-195
VI3
components of, 23-24
SC, 26
VI client, 26
VMFS, 25
VMkernel, 25
virtual disks
configuration, 143-144
snapshots, 145
virtual hardware, 138-140
virtual memory, 195
balloon-drivers (vmmemctl),
196-197
swap files, 197
transparent memory page sharing,
196
.vmdk file extension, 21
VMotion
CPU requirements, 181-182
enabling, 180-181
errors, 180
host requirements, 179
stages of, 183-184
troubleshooting, 180
warnings, 180
VMware Tools, 146
vmware-#.log files, 141
vmware.log files, 141

.vmx file extension, 21
vmware.log files, 141
Web Access
creating via, 168
launches via, 168
remote console URL, 169
system requirements for, 169
VI client versus, 167-168
.vmdk file extension, 21
VMFS (Virtual Machine File Systems), 25
datastore extensions, 109-110
metadata files, 108
multipathing, 110-111
multiple host access in, 108
VMkernel (Virtual Machine File Systems),
25
port groups, vSwitches, 76
swap files, 197
vCPU, scheduling, 195
virtual memory, 195
balloon-drivers (vmmemctl),
196-197
transparent memory page sharing,
196
vmmemctl (balloon-drivers), 196-197
VMotion, 23-24, 179
CPU requirements, 181-182
enabling, 180-181
errors, 180
host requirements, 179
stages of, 183-184
troubleshooting, 180
warnings, 180
VMware Capacity Planner Service, 123,
155. See also Guided Consolidation
VMware Converter Enterprise Service,
116, 123, 152-155
VMware Infrastructure Web Access
service, VC 2.5, 123
VMware License Server service, VC 2.5,
123
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VMware Mount Service for VirtualCenter Service, VC 2.5
VMware Mount Service for VirtualCenter
Service, VC 2.5, 123
VMware Tools, 146
VMware Update Manager, 24, 116, 123
VMware VirtualCenter Server Service, VC
2.5, 123
vmware-#.log files, 141
vmware.log files, 141
.vmx file extension, 21
volume-based cloning, 154

W-X-Y-Z
Web Access
remote console URL, 169
system requirements for, 169
VI client versus, 167-168
VM, 168
Web Server Ports, VC 2.5 modifications,
123
Windows-based guest OS customization,
VM, 149

vpxusers, ESX Server security, 167
vSwitches (virtual switches)
defining, 70-71
internal vSwitches, 72
multiple adapter vSwitches, 74
networking maximums table, 87
NIC Team vSwitches, 74
physical switches versus, 71
policies
Explicit Failover Order policy, 87
Failback policy, 87
load-balancing policies, 85-86
network failover detection policies, 86
NIC teaming, 84-87
Notify Switches policy, 86
security, 82-83
traffic shaping, 84
ports, 74
Service Console port groups,
75-76
VM port groups, 77
VMkernel port groups, 76
single adapter vSwitches, 73

zoning Fiber Channel SAN switches, 99

